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ABSTRACT

In this paper, deep neural networks (DNN) are applied for acoustic scene classification task provided by DCASE2017 challenge. We perform experiment on a dataset consisting of 15 types of acoustic scenes with a given total development data and evolution data of task1. We propose an DNN architecture for utterance level classification. Evaluation of models were performed on given evolution data of task1 for 4 folds using development data. In this approach MFCC and IMFCC feature vectors are used to train DNN model and their DNN scores were combined to test the system. On the official development data set of the task1 challenge, an accuracy of 81.28% is achieved.

Index Terms— Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC), Inverse Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (IMFCC), Multi Layer Perceptron (MLP) model, Deep Neural Network (DNN) and Acoustic Scene Classification (ASC).

1. INTRODUCTION

The aim of acoustic scene classification is to classify a test recording into one of predefined classes that characterizes the environment in which it was recorded for example "park", "street", "office" and etc. The acoustic data will include recordings from 15 contexts, approximately one hour of data from each context [1], understanding the perceptual processes driving the human ability to categorize and recognize sounds and soundscapes [5]. The dataset consists of recordings from various acoustic scenes, all having distinct recording locations. For each recording location, 3-5 minute long audio recording was captured. The original recordings were then split into segments with a length of 10 seconds. These audio segments are provided in individual files. This contribution describes our investigated method for ASC. From the recordings, Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC), Inverse Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (IMFCC), Delta Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients and their DNN scores were combined to test the system. The baseline mel band energy acoustic features are replaced by MFCC and IMFCC features are extracted for 40 filter banks with 40 ms frames with 20 ms overlap. Even for stacked context of features are used Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC)(13) and delta Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC)(13) and double delta Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC)(13) a total of 39 dimension feature vectors are extracted per frame and similarly for Inverse Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (IMFCC) [6] feature extraction and these delta and double delta features are captures dynamic acoustic scene information or contextual acoustic scene information.

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

2.1. Recording and annotation procedure

For all acoustic scenes, the recordings were captured each in a different location: different streets, different parks, different homes. Recordings were made using a Soundman OKM II Klassik/studio A3, electret binaural microphone and a Roland Edirol R-09 wave recorder using 44.1 kHz sampling rate and 24 bit resolution. The microphones are specifically made to look like headphones, being worn in the ears. As an effect of this, the recorded audio is very similar to the sound that reaches the human auditory system of the person wearing the equipment [1].

2.2. Feature extraction

The baseline mel band energy acoustic features are replaced by MFCC and IMFCC are extracted for 40 filter banks with 40 ms frames with 20 ms overlap. Even for stacked context of features are used Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC)(13) and delta Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC)(13) and double delta Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC)(13) a total of 39 dimension feature vectors are extracted per frame and similarly for Inverse Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (IMFCC) [6] feature extraction and these delta and double delta features are captures dynamic acoustic scene information or contextual acoustic scene information.

3. NEURAL NETWORK ARCHITECTURE

The DNN used in this experiment is a fully connected feed forward neural network. It consists of a input layer, 3 hidden layers and output layer. Input layer has 39 neurons with linear activation function, each hidden layer has 200 neurons with ReLU activation function and output layer has 15 neurons with softmax activation.
ADAM [7] optimizer is used for weight optimization since it is generally faster than SGDCM [8] and the DNN structure is shown in Figure 1.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section we evaluate the performance fusion of MFCC and IMFCC using DNN on DCASE 2017 challenge Task1 on ASC. We use 39(13 static MFCC+13 delta MFCC +13 double delta MFCC) and similarly for IMFCC feature vector per frame with frame duration 40 ms with 20 ms overlap. Then we apply these 39 dimension feature vectors are feed to the DNN to train the system as shown in Figure 1, utterance by utterance level [10], after training DNN scores were generated for two models (MFCC and IMFCC), a weighted sum rule [11] adopted to fuse DNN scores, where lambda=0.7 is the weight that we have chosen for combining the DNN scores during test phase to get enhanced performance and these systems are implemented in MATLAB 2017a.

4.1. Task 1: Acoustic Scene Classification

DCASE2017 dataset of task1 is used in this experiment. The data set consists of recordings from various acoustic scene, all having different recording locations, there are 15 classes with 4 fold cross validation, for training DNN[3] the batch size is set to 1000. ADAM learning rate is set to 0.001. The maximum number of epochs is set to 10. Then the results are shown on Table 1.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have applied the DNN structure for task1 of DCASE2017 challenge. In summary fusion of Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) and Inverse Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (IMFCC) with DNN accuracy 81.28% is better than baseline MLP based system accuracy 75% on fold1 using development data and average accuracy is also improved.
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